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Figure S1. Change in the proportion ever exposed by annual staff turnover, length of risk exposure period and numbers exposed at the mid-year 

of the REP. The range of proportions exposed range from the lowest (VCM) and to the highest (mineral oils) encountered in the GB study 

 

  



Figure S2. Increase in the attributable fraction for a unit increase in relative risk by proportion of the population exposed. 

 

 



Figure S3. Bias in using Levin's equation for AF with relative risk estimates adjusted for 

confounding, for a range of ratios of adjusted to unadjusted RRs and values of p(E).  

  



Statistical Appendix 1: Bias parameter equations 

To incorporate the bias parameters in Table 1 column 4, the AF equations from Table 1 

column 2 are re-written as follows 

p(E) 

Re-write equation 2 as 

(2a) p(E) = n0*(1+TO*t)*OT/(1+TO*t)    

where  OT = Ne(REP)/n0 for given TO, t 

Substitute  Cn = n0/nt ,     nt = unknown true n0 

  Ct = TO/TOt ,     TOt = unknown true staff turnover 

  Cl = t/tt ,     tt = unknown true length of the REP 

  p(E)t ~ nt*(1+TOt*tt)*OT/(1+TO*t)/Np(REP) 

to obtain   

(7) p(E)i = n0/Cni*(1+TO/Cti*t/Cli)*OT/(1+TO*t)/Np(REP) for iteration i 

RR 

Re-write equation (4) as  

 AF = p(E)*(RRa-1)/{p(E)*(RRa-RRa/RRu)+RRa/RRu} 

where RRa = RR adjusted for confounding, RRu = unknown unadjusted RR 

Substitute   Cu = RRa/RRu   

  RRa/Cr for RRa for additional confounding bias 

  O0 = p(E)/{1-p(E)}  

to obtain (4a) AFi = p(E)i*(RRai/Cri-1)/{p(E)i*(RRai/Cri-Cui/Cri)+Cui/Cri}   

  RRai ~ random error 

   = O0i/Cui*(RRai–Cri)/{1+O0i/Cui*RRai}
# 

Substitute RRa/Cm for RRa  for additional RR bias 

to obtain  

(8) AFi = O0i/Cui*(RRai/Cmi–Cri)/{1+O0i/Cui*(RRai/Cmi)} 

# this formulation allows a correct denominator {1+[p(E)*(RR-1)]}to be used for multiple 

exposure levels etc 



Statistical Appendix 2: Bias from using Levin’s equation for the attributable fraction 

with adjusted estimates of relative risk 

The magnitude of the bias introduced from using Levin’s equation for the attributable 

fraction with adjusted estimates of relative risk can be seen from the form of Levin’s equation 

incorporating the adjusted RR: 

Usual form of Levin’s equation using the unadjusted relative risk (RRu): 

(9) AF = p(E)*(RRu-1)/[p(E)*(RRu–1)+1] 

Form of Levin’s equation modified to incorporate RRa  [Nurminen and Karjalainen, 2001] 

(note that RRu, not normally available, is needed to make the correction): 

(10) AF = p(E)*(RRa-1)/[p(E)*(RRa-RRa/RRu)+RRa/RRu]  [Greenland, 2004] 

Equation (10) has been derived using the substitution  

 p(E|D) = p(E)*RR/[p(E)*(RR-1)+1]  

which is derived using Bayes theorem,  

 

  p(E|D) = p(D|E)*p(E)/p(D) 

  

and  RR = p(D|E)/p(D|E’)   E’ = not exposed 

Equation (10) is equivalent to equation (3) in Greenland, 2004:  

AF = (RRa-1)/(RRa+Cu/Oo) where Cu = RRa/RRu and Oo = p(E)/(1–p(E)).  

 

and where Cu = RRa/RRu becomes: 

AF = p(E)*(RRa-1)/[p(E)*(RRa-Cu)+Cu] 

The ‘biased’ AF in Figure S2 is calculated using Equation (9) with RRa substituted for RRu , 

and the ‘corrected’ (unbiased) AF is calculated using equation (10) above. 
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